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Introduction 
The graph is useful in analyzing process, 

something to create and to design specially in 

sciences whether it is mathematics, physics, 

chemistry or any other where the relation between 

the parameter has to be define. If you are the 

science student then you have to know about the 

utility of the graph which is useful in your study. 

The study of XY axis with coordinates are required 

to trace any graph whether it is two dimensional or 

three or may be depend on the problems. The 

common graph is useful to discuss the data in 

which the graph generates the relationship between 

the different parameters. The form of non-linear of 

graphs may be designed into the linear form by 

putting the data in linear way. It may defined in 

various way like X with 1/Y or any other form. If 

we define the graph in more complex way then this 

will not easy to define and may be more complex. 

 

Review of Literature 
Daly et al. (2001) I sooner rather than later, one 

such case could emerge from SNP microarray 

information, where one was keen on finding a 

relationship between varieties in DNA successions 

and an illness result, for example, tumor. This 

article acquainted the procedure we created with 

discover answers for those sort of issues. Given the 

tight relationship with Boolean rationale, we chose 

to call this procedure rationale relapse. 

 

Ruczinski et.al (2000) I examined of 

disentanglement of Boolean articulations with 

context to rationale relapse. 

 

Torgo and Gama et.al. (2006) I expanded this 

thought by proposing a processor that dealt with 

practically every grouping strategy to be utilized as 

a part of a relapse structure. Strategies that did not 

change relapse into characterization were R2, 

which hunt down consistent conditions in if then 

arrangement to manufacture piece-wise relapse 

models, and M5, which built tree based piece-wise 

direct models. 

 

Anthony et.al. (2001) This was in particular the 

situation when Boolean neural networks were the 

technique for decision to discover rationale rules. 

 

Chipman, George, and McCulloch et.al (2002) 

These models, trees with direct relapse segments in 

the    terminal    hubs,    were   referred   to   in   the  

 

measurable writing as treed models. 

 

McClelland (2000) announced enhancements in the 

wake of changing for gender, age etc. These factors 

were not accessible to us when we began breaking 

down the information, we did exclude those into 

our model. 

 

Hastie et al. (2001) proposed a logic regression that 

was a versatile regression methodology that meant 

to discover mixes of double factors that were very 

connected with a result. Let X,….Xk be binary 

factors, and Y be a reaction variable. 

 

(AK, n)-Graphs 
Let v be a finite nonempty set, H a set of colours 

and K a distribution of H on V. Suppose n<|K (V) 

|<V|. 

 

Theorem 1. Let Gn (K) be the set of all (AK, n)-

graphs. If  is the relation of Gn (K) such thatJ`(K) 

< J”(K) If and only if |V(J’)|<|V(J”)|, 

 

Proof: Then < is a transitive relation. Further there 

exists in Gn (K) a minimal element J┴ (K) and a 

maximal element j┬ (K). 

 

Is not contained in J’. For example, if n=1, v={x1, 

.x6}, H= {w1, w4}, K: V  with K(X1) = w1, 

K(x2) =w2, K(x3) =K(x4) =w3 

 

K(x5)=K(x6)=w4  and J’(K), J’’(K) are two (AK), 

1)- graphs such that V(J’)=V(J’’)=V, S(J’)={ { , 

}, { , }, { , }, { , }, { , }, { , 

} }, S (J``)= { , }, { , }, { , }, { , 

}, { , }, { , } } it follows that │V (J`)│ 

= │V (J``)│ and J’  J’’. 

 

It remains to show the second part of the statement. 

if │K (V)│ = q, let  , …….  V with K( ) 

=  H, and J┴(K) be an (AK, n)-graph 

isomorphic to  with V(J┴) = , ……. . Since 

│V (J) │  │K (V) │= q 

 

For every (AK, n)-graph   j┴ (k), it follows that J┴ 

(K) is a minimal (AK)-graph as to . If 

 for every w  K (V), then the 

(AK, n)-graph  having  connected 
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component Gi, with Gi isomorphic to k  for 

every i, is a maximal (AK, n)-graph as to  

Further, let  be the elements of V such that 

K( ) = . Suppose that there exist r q colours 

,…….  such that │ ( ) │    for. 

Every, i = 1,….., r. let  = │ ( ) │.   If in the 

edges of the previous (AK, n)- graph  we put  

 =   for every (i, r)  {1,…., r} × { ,  

+1,…. }, we obtain an (AK)-graph  (K), 

which is maximal as to .  

 

From (1) we can define a relation c on the set 

 (K) of all SC n-graphs (G, H, K) strongly 

almost associated with K (SC(AK, n)- graphs), i.e., 

such that G is an (AK, n)-graph. It is sufficient to 

put 

(2) (G`, H, K) c (G``, H, K) if and only if G`  

G``. 

 

Theorem 2. If  (K) and  (K) are two (AK, n)-

graphs, minimal as to , then there exists an SC 

isomorphism between the correspondent SC  n-

graphs. If  (K) and   (K) are two (AK, n)- 

graphs, maximal as to , then not always there 

exist an SC isomorphism between the 

correspondent SC n-graphs. 

 

Proof. Let = q and let  (K),   (K) be two 

minimal (AK, n)-graphs.  (K) and   (K) are 

isomorphic to . If  = ( , H, K) and   = ( , 

H, K), the nit is easy to see that there exists an SC 

isomorphism between  and  . Further let V= 

{ ….. } and let K: V  H  { .… } such 

that  K  = K )=  , K )=   , K )= 

K )=  ,  K )= K )=  . If n= 1 and   

(K),   (K) are such that S( ) = { { , }, { , 

}, { , }, { , }, { , }, { , } }, 

S( )= { { , }, { , }, { , }, { , }, 

{ , }, { , } }, it follows that   (K),   

(K) are two maximal non-isomorphic (AK, n)-

graphs.  

 

Now let V` = VU { ,  }. If K`: V` H is 

such that K`(x) = K(x) 

 

For every x  V, K`(  =  , K )= K )=  

 and if   (K`),   (K`) are two  (AK`, n)-graphs 

such that  S( ) = { { , }, { , }, { , }, 

{ , }, { , }, { , } }, S( )= { { , }, 

{ , }, { , }, { , }, { , }, { , } } 

then we can say that   (K`),   (K`) are two  

maximal isomorphic (AK`, n)-graphs, but doesn`t 

there exist an SC isomorphism between  = ( , H, 

K`) and If  = ( , H, K`). 

 

A sufficient condition for the existence of an SC 

isomorphism between two maximal SC n-graph  

 = ( , H, K) and  = ( , H, K)  is that  

, where q= │K(V)│, for every 

w H. in this case  , (K) and , (K) are two 

(AK, n)- graphs having   connected 

components  with  isomorphic to +1 for 

every i. 

 

Now, let K : V H, W:  two distribution of 

colours. It is  a immediate that if | K(V) |w(v”)| 

[resp, K(V) ⊂  W ( V ‘)], then there exists an 

injective SSC [ resp. SC ] homomorphism of ( J ┴( 

K ), H, K ) into  ( J ┴( W), H’, W) associated with 

a mapping h: H → H’.  

 

Finally, observe that given V, H , there exists  

within SC isomorphism of a minimum ( J ┴ , H, K) 

as regards <c.  
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